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• In	  2015	  the	  Office	  of	  Scholarly	  Communication	  
was	  launched	  with	  a	  focus	  on:
– Meeting	  open	  access	  policies
– Meeting	  new	  research	  data	  sharing	  requirements
• On	  1	  May	  2015	  one	  of	  the	  funding	  bodies	  
(EPSRC)	  said	  they	  were	  going	  to	  check	  
compliance	  with	  their	  requirement	  to	  share	  
data	  (policy	  in	  place	  since	  2011)
http://osc.cam.ac.uk/
First	  -­‐ getting	  library	  staff	  up	  to	  speed
Introductory	  workshops	  for	  Supporting	  Researchers	  in	  
the	  21st century	  programme held	  in	  2015.	  
Three	  sessions,	  103	  people	  altogether	  attended.
http://osc.cam.ac.uk/training/supporting-­‐researchers-­‐21st-­‐century-­‐programme




Imagine	  where	  history	  sits	  on	  this	  scale




And	  many,	  many	  others:-­‐
• Raw	  instrument	   readings
• Processed	   data
• Analysed data
• Genomic	  data
• Microscopic	  photos,	  western	  
blot	  images	  and	  measurement
• Spreadsheets
• Videos








• This	  is	  not	  my	  priority
• Why	  would	  I	  do	  that?
• People	  will	  steal	  my	  results!
• Data	  management	  is	  a	  waste	  of	  time
• Nobody	  will	  understand	  my	  data
• It	  would	  take	  me	  5	  years	  to	  find	  all	  my	  data!
Initial	  problems
What	  works	  1
• Telling	  researchers	  the	  rules	  had	  changed	  and	  
they	  needed	  to	  share	  their	  data	  was	  not	  
successful
• We	  realised we	  needed	  to	  start	  at	  the	  beginning	  
not	  the	  end
• Setting	  things	  up	  well	  from	  the	  start	  means	  
*everything*	  works	  better
• Teperek,	  M.,	  Higman,	  R.	  and	  Kingsley,	  D.	  A.	  (2017)	  “Is	  Democracy	  the	  Right	  
System?	  Collaborative	  Approaches	   to	  Building	  an	  Engaged	  RDM	  
Community”,	  preprint	  bioRxiv (in	  
press) http://biorxiv.org/content/early/2017/01/28/103895
Many	  RDM	  messages	  are	  agnostic
Copyright:	  http://10pm.com/
****
The	  need	  for	  file	  naming	  conventions







Is	  this	  your	  desktop?
What	  works	  2
• Blog	  post:	  “Strategies	  for	  engaging	  senior	  
leadership	  with	  RDM	  – IDCC	  discussion”
– Refer	  to	  doomsday	  scenarios	  and	  risks	  to	  reputations
– Provide	  high	  profile	  cases	  of	  fraudulent	  research
– Refer	  to	  the	  institutional	  mission	  statement	  /	  value	  
statement
– Collect	  horror	  stories	  of	  poor	  data	  management	  
practice	  from	  your	  research	  community
– Don’t	  be	  afraid	  to	  talk	  about	  the	  problems	  you	  are	  
experiencing
https://unlockingresearch.blog.lib.cam.ac.uk/?p=1435
What	  would	  happen	  if?
At	  least	  2	  backups	  at	  2	  locations





• Research	  Data	  Champions	  project
– Engaging	  researchers	  and	  administrators	  
interested	  in	  RDM
– Sent	  out	  invitation.	  
– Expected	  10	  responses	  and	  had	  40	  applications
• Researchers	  – 21
• Administrators	  -­‐ 4
• Library	  staff	  – 10
https://www.data.cam.ac.uk/intro-­‐data-­‐champions
Who	  did	  we	  get?
• Primarily	  from	  the	  STEM	  sector
• A	  couple	  of	  Social	  Science	  representatives
• No-­‐one	  from	  the	  Humanities	  (we	  are	  not	  
there	  yet!)
• Spreading	  the	  love:
– Rosie	  Higman (who	  started	  this)	  is	  now	  at	  
Manchester	  University
– Marta	  Teperek is	  moving	  to	  TU	  Delft	  
Higman,	  R.,	  Teperek,	  M.	  and	  Kingsley,	  D.	  A.	  (2017)	  “Creating	  a	  community	  of	  data	  
champions”	   preprint	  bioRxiv (in	  
press) http://biorxiv.org/content/early/2017/02/20/104661
Conclusions
• You	  need	  to	  be	  flexible	  in	  the	  RDM	  space
• What	  works	  for	  one	  might	  not	  work	  for	  
another
• Language	  matters!	  (‘FAIR’	  not	  ‘open’)
• Be	  inventive	  and	  try	  different	  ways	  of	  
approaching	  the	  issue
• Good	  Research	  Data	  Management	  really	  helps	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